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1 Introduction

The most common basis for the description of processes at small values of
x = Q2/s (Q2 is a typical virtuality and i/s is the c.m.s. energy) in the frame-
work of the perturbative QCD is the BFKL equation [1], originally derived in
the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA), which means resummation of
all terms of the type [aslns]M (as = g2/(4TT) is the QCD coupling constant).
The calculation of the radiative corrections to the kernel of this equation has
taken many years of a hard work [2]-[7]. Recently, the kernel was obtained
in the next-to-leading approximation (NLA) [8] for the case of the forward
scattering, i.e. for the momentum transfer t — 0 and the vacuum quantum
numbers in the t—channel. In the MS renormalization scheme with a rea-
sonable scale setting the corrections appear to be large. Now this problem
is widely discussed in literature (see, for instance [9]). In this situation it is
very important to be sure in correctness of both the basic hypothesys used
and the calculations performed in the derivation of the equation.

Remind, that the derivation of the BFKL equation (in the NLA as well
as in the LLA) is based on one of the remarkable properties of QCD - the
gluon Reggeization [10], which was proved in the LLA [1],[11]. In the NLA
this property was only checked in the first three orders of the perturbation
theory [6]. Since the gluon Reggeization forms a basis of the derivation of
the BFKL equation, it is clear, that more powerful tests are necessary.

As for the calculations of the radiative corrections to the kernel, they
are very complicated and up to now only a part of them was independently
performed [7] or checked [12]. Therefore, the calculations must be carefully
verified.

The both goals - the stringent test of the gluon Reggeization and the
examination of the calculations - can be solved simultaneously by check of
the "bootstrap" equations [13],[14] appearing as the requirement of the com-
patibility of the gluon Reggeization with the s-channel unitarity. In fact, the
BFKL equation is the equation for the Green's function of two Reggeized glu-



ons. In the colour singlet state these Reggeized gluons create the Pomeron.
The self-consistency requires that in the antisymmetric colour octet state
the two Reggeized gluons must reproduce the Reggeized gluon itself ("boot-
strap" condition). The above statements are valid in the NLA as well as in
the LLA. Along with the stringent test of the gluon Reggeization, the check
of the bootstrap equations provides a global test of the calculations of the
NLA kernel, because these equations contain almost all the values appearing
in the calculations.

In the BFKL approach amplitudes of high energy processes are expressed
in terms of the above mentioned Green's function and impact factors of scat-
tered particles, which are defined by Reggeon-particle scattering amplitudes.
The non-forward impact factors for gluon [15] and quark [16] scattering were
recently calculated in the NLA and the fulfillment of the bootstrap condi-
tions for them was demonstrated [15], [16],[17] for both helicity conserving
and non-concerving parts, in an arbitrary space-time dimension D = 4 + 2e.

The quark contribution to the non-forward BFKL kernel was also cal-
culated [18] and the fulfillment of the bootstrap conditions for the kernel
in the part concerning this contribution was explicitly demonstrated in the
NLA [18],[19], also in an arbitrary space-time dimension. The only one (but
most complicated) bootstrap condition remains unchecked - for the gluon
part of the kernel. In this paper we calculate the gluon contribution to the
non-forward colour octet kernel of the BFKL equation, having in mind sub-
sequent examination of the bootstrap condition.

A significance of the the non-forward octet kernel is not limited by the
check of the bootstrap condition. The kernel of the non-forward BFKL equa-
tion for an arbitrary colour state in the t -channel is expressed in terms of the
gluon Regge trajectory and the part related to the real particle production
in the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering ("real" part, for brevity). The trajectory
is known [4] and enters into the kernel in the universal (not depending on
a colour state) way [13]. The "real" part includes contributions from the
one-gluon, two-gluon and quark-antiquark pair production. The first contri-
bution for any colour state in the t -channel can differ from the contribution
for the octet state only by a group coefficient. The last two contributions can
be separated (for an arbitrary colour state in the t- channel) in two pieces,
one of which is determined by the colour octet state. Therefore, the colour
octet piece enters (with some group coefficient) in kernels for other colour
states, in particular, for the colour singlet state (Pomeron channel). In the
Pomeron channel the non-forward BFKL equation can be applied directly for
the description of experimental data. Evidently, a region of applicability of
this equation is mich wider than the forward-case one.



In the next Section we present the general form of the gluon contribution
to the kernel and the explicit form of the gluon piece of the gluon trajectory.
In Section 3 we derive the gluon part of the contribution to the kernel from
the one-gluon production. In Section 4 we consider the two-gluon production
in collisions of the two Reggeized gluons. The contribution of this process to
the kernel and the result for the total gluon contribution to the kernel are
presented in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.

2 Definitions and basic equations

In the BFKL aproach the high energy scattering amplitudes are expressed in
terms of the impact factors $ of the scattering particles and of the Green's
function G for the scattering of Reggeized gluons [13]. Considering the
Green's function we can take, without any loss of generality, masses of the
colliding particles with momenta p& and ps equal zero: p\ = p2

B — 0, (J>A +
PB)2 — 2(PAPB) — s- As usual in an analysis of high energy processes, we ap-
ply the Sudakov decomposition for particle momenta. The Mellin transform
of the Green's function with the initial momenta of the Reggeized gluons in
the a—channel qi ~ PPA + <7ix and —q2 cz oqpB ~ <72J_ and the momentum
transfer q ~ q± obeys the equation [13]:

fa - q2) + I J J / C W fa, r; q) G™ (f, g2; q ) , (1)

where TZ denotes the representation of the colour group in the t—channel.
The transverse momenta are spacelike and we use the vector sign for them.
Here and below we use for brevity v' = v — q for any v. The space-time
dimension D = 4 + 2e is taken different from 4 to regularize the infrared
divergences. We use the normalization adopted in [13].

The non-forward kernel, as well as the forward one, is given by the sum
of the "virtual" part, defined by the gluon trajectory j(t) = 1 + w(t), and
the "real" part K)- , related to the real particle production in the Reggeon-
Reggeon collisions

[a, (-q?) + u, (-q[2)] $%WD-*> (fi - q2) + K™ fa, fa q) . (2)

As it is seen from (2), the gluon trajectory enters the equation in the uni-
versal (independent from 1Z) way. In the one-loop approximation (LLA) the



trajectory is purely gluonic:

where t = q2 = —g2, iV is the number of colours (N = 3 in QCD). In the
NLA the trajectory was calculated in [4]. Since the quark contribution to the
non-forward kernel was already considered [18], we present here the two-loop
gluon contribution:

75^51 f^^rlFG(<lu<n-2FG(quqi)] , (4)
y&x) j 9 i <Zi

where

4(D--T)(D-3)J ' *(x) = lU ' (5)

r ( i ) is the Euler gamma-function. In Eqs. (3)-(5) and below g is the bare
coupling constant related to the renormalized coupling g^ in the MS scheme
by the relation

where nj is the number of the quark flavours,

2
5

Let us stress that in this paper we will systematically use the perturbative
expansion in terms of the bare coupling g.

The "real" part for the non-forward case in the LLA is [1], [21]:

where the superscript B means the LLA (Born) approximation and the colour
group coefficients CR for the singlet (R — 1) and octet (R — 8) cases are

= JV, c8 = — . (9)



In the NLA the "real" part of the kernel can be presented as [13]:

,6;q) = / - ^ I « U S (9i-& 9) 0K - O

-1 /££«*""(*.«84""«a-,fl
(10)

Here *4#fl (91,9259) is the scattering amplitude of the Reggeons with the
initial momenta 91 = /3pA + 9ix and —92 — aPB — 92_L at the momen-
tum transfer q = q± and the representation TZ of the colour group in the
t— channel, sRR — (qi — q2) = sa{5 — (q\ — q^)2 is the squared invariant mass
of the Reggeons. The sRR -channel imaginary part XmAR^ (ft, 92; q) is ex-
pressed in terms of the effective vertices for the production of particles in the
Reggeon-Reggeon collisions [13]. The second term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (10)
serves for the subtraction of the contribution of the large sHH region in the
first term, in order to avoid a double counting of this region in the BFKL
equation. The intermediate parameter sA in Eq. (10) must be taken tending
to infinity. At large sRR only the contribution of the two-gluon production
does survive in the first integral, so that the dependence on sA disappears
in Eq. (10) due to the factorization property of the two-gluon production
vertex [13].

The remarkable properties of the kernel are

, 92; q) = /4w>(ft, 0; 9) = )C™(q, q2; q) = K^\qx, q; g*) = 0 , (11)

and
, 92; 9) = IcFHft, 92; - 9 ) - >Cin)(-q2, -ft; ~q) • (12)

The properties (11) mean that the kernel turns into zero at zero transverse
momenta of the Reggeons and follow from the gauge invariance; Eqs.(ll)
are the consequences of the symmetry of the imaginary part of the Reggeon-
Reggeon scattering amplitude (13).

Using the operator VTI for the projection of the two-gluon colour states
in the t—channel on the irreducible representation 1Z of the colour group we
can present the imaginary part of the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering amplitude
entering Eq. (10) in the form

/

(13)



Here n-R. is the number of independent states in the representation ~R., the
sum {/} is performed over all states / which are produced in the Reggeon-
Reggeon collisions and over all discreet quantum numbers of these states,
lUci (ii, I2) is the effective vertex for the production of the state / and
is the phase space element for this state,

where n is a number of identical particles in the state / . In the LLA only
the one-gluon production does contribute in (13) and Eq. (10) gives for the
kernel its LLA value (8); in the NLA the contributing states include also
the two-gluon and the quark-antiquark states. The normalization of the
corresponding vertices is defined in Ref. [13].

The most interesting representations TZ are the colour singlet (Pomeron
channel) and the antisymmetric colour octet (gluon channel). We have for
the singlet case

^ } ^ ^ — L , »a = l , (15)

and for the octet case

<c1c1|7
?
8|c2c2} = *——- , na = N* - 1 , (16)

where fabc are the structure constants of the colour group.

3 The one-gluon contribution to the kernel

The gluon contribution to the Reggeon-Reggeon-gluon (RRG) vertex was
calculated in [3]. Remind that the complicated analitical structure [20,
3] of the vertex is irrelevant in the NLA where only the real parts of the
production amplitudes do contribute ( only these parts interfere with the
LLA amplitudes, which are real). Remind also that in the NLA the vertex
depends on the energy scale SR used in the Regge factors. In Eqs. (10),(13)
it was assumed that SR = k2, where k is the produced gluon momentum.
Neglecting the imaginary part, we have for the gluon contribution to the
RRG vertex with this choice of SR [21]



) l / (2fc 9 5 ) / j | (17)

Here (i is the colour index of the produced gluon, e^(k) is its polarization
vector, Tc

d
lC2 = —ifdcxc2 are the matrix elements of the colour group generator

in the adjoint representation, k = qi — q2 is the gluon momentum,

i) - - g i x - Q2X + (qi -

and

2 /2 - 0/-2 _ ;?2\2

where £(n) is the Riemann zeta-function. Note that the one-loop contribution
to the RRG vertex is not known for arbitrary e. Therefore Eq. (19), contrary
to all the proceeding formulas, is valid only in the limit e —> 0. The only term

of this equation which remains unexpanded in e is f A;2 J . For this term the

expansion is not performed because the RRG vertex is singular at A;2 = 0
and in subsequent integrations of its contribution to the kernel the region
e|ln(A;2)| ~ 1 does contribute. In Eq. (19) all terms giving nonvanishing in
the limit e —» 0 contributions after these integrations are kept.

The vertex (17) is explicitly invariant under the gauge transformation

* «"(*) + k»x, (20)

so that we can use the relation

Je;W(fc)eW(fc) = - V - (21)
A

Substituting (17) in (13), using (21) for the sum over polarizations and

(22)
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for the sum over colour indices, with the help of Eqs. (18)-(19) and (14)-(16)
we obtain from Eq. (10) the gluon part of the contribution to the kernel from
the one-gluon production in the Reggeon-Reggeon collisions:

• (<?i2 + <f2
2 + 4(Zi $2 ~ 2<7

-.2

L 9 2 9 2 kJ 9i ~ 12

The symmetry properties (12) ofK.R]i()(qi,$i\q) are evident from (23).
The properties (11) are not so evident, but can be easily checked.

4 The two-gluon production
Let us consider the production of two gluons with momenta &i and k2 in
collisions of two Reggeons with momenta q-y and — q2. We will use the Sudakov
parametrization for the produced gluon momenta :

h — PiVA + otiPB + ki± , smPi = -k?± =kt2, i = 1,2 ,

Pi + #2 = /? , ai + a2 = a , felx + k2j_ = qi± - q2± , (24)

and the denotation
k = fci + k2 = qi - g2 , (25)

so that s ^ — k2. For the effective vertex of the two-gluon production in the
Reggeon-Reggeon collision we have:

7°£(?i,«fc) (26)
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where di are the colour indices of the produced gluons, eM(A )̂ are their polar-
ization vectors. The tensor Aaia2 (fci, k2) obtained in [2] satisfies the transver-
sality conditions:

k?Aaia2(kuk2) = k^Aaia2(kltk2) =0. (27)

Due to these conditions the two terms in (26) are separately invariant with
respect to independent gauge transformations of the gluon polarization vec-
tors

Kxi, (28)

so that we can use different gauges for each of the produced gluons and for
each of the terms. Choosing

ea(h)k? = ea(*!)pf = 0, ea(*2)A£ = ea(k2)p% = 0, (29)

we can present the polarization vectors as

e(fel) = ex{kl) _ ̂ g ^ , e(k2) = e M - ^ ^ P 3 , (30)

and their convolution with the tensor Aaia2(ki, k2) as

e i ^ f c O e ^ ^ ) ^ 1 0 8 ^ ! , ^ ) =4elai(fc1)eiaa(fc2)c
fl*a»(fc1,fca). (31)

The tensor cftv{kx, k2) in the transverse space was defined in [6]. It can be
presented in the form

J±

fei^l t2 festal t! fci^fal / _ A _ V
P sa^ A;2 sa^ fc2 V s^^Jfc2 P s a i ^ A;2 s a ^ fc2 V s^^J fc2

gQife "2*1
s i f c ^ ^ ^ 2 ; ' (32)

where the denotations

^ = <&, t = 1,2; t2 = (gi - h)2 (33)

1 3



are used, gf" is the metric tensor in the transverse plane:

(34)

Since the different gauges are used for each of the produced gluons, to obtain
the contribution of the second term in (26) one has not only to change k\ <-> k-z
in the contribution of the first term, but to change also the gauges (e(k)p1 =
0 <-> e(k)p2 = 0), so that

e^fciK^fcaM-^Cfca.fci) (35)

where

ff*(fc) = flf-2^. (36)

In order to calculate the two-gluon contribution to the imaginary part of
the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering amplitude (13) entering Eq. (10) for the the
kernel we need to sum over gluon polarizations and colour indices. The first
sum can be obtained using the relation

%) = -5f, (37)

and the second, for the most interesting singlet and octet representations,
with the help of

/
r rpd\ rpd.2 rpd\ rpd.2 \ ^Z f f T^l T"1^ <T«i2 T"*l f\

cxc'1cJc2c'2c^cxixic2
±c'lj

Xic'2 ~ 4 ' •/cic'1cJc24c-'Cli^tC2-'c ' ij-
ljc^ — u •

- 1), 6 ^ % ^ 2

\ ^Z f f T ^ l T"1^ <T«i2 T"*l
4 ' •/cic'1cJc24c-'Cli^tC2-'c'ij-

ljc^

(38)
Using these formulas, we obtain

GG , , ( GG , , , . \ *
clC7 (9i. 92) \lc'lC'2 (9i. 12))

GG

14



fc2)] , (39)

where c?aia2(ki,k2) is obtained from caiOt2(ki,k2) by the substitition qi —• q\
and the coefficients a# and 6# for the singlet (R = 1) and octet (R = 8)
representations are

a0 = 1, b0 = - ; a8 = - , 68 = 0. (40)

Evidently the term (fci •*-> A )̂ in (39) gives the same contribution to the
kernel as the preceeding terms, so that in the following only these terms will
be considered and their contribution to the kernel will be doubled.

To perform the integration in Eqs. (10), (13) over longitudinal compo-
nents of the produced gluon momenta we will use the variable x = /3i//?, so
that

xi = x, x2 = 1 - x, Xi = -j, i = 1,2. (41)

The alternative choice is y, with

2/2 = V, 2/1 = 1 - y, 2/t = —, i = 1, 2. (42)
a

The variables x and y are connected by the relations

= x =
k* + { l ) k f

which are inverse each to other. Remind that the vector sign is used for
the transverse components. The integration measure in Eqs. (10), (13) with
account of (14) has the same form for both choices :

dk2 , dx dD-2h dy dD~2k2

dp = —(2TT) H 4X(1 - x) (2TT)(°-1) 4y(l - y) (2TT)(£ |-1) '

l > x > 0 , l > 2 / > 0 . (44)

Note that
k = q1-q2 = q{- q2 (45)

is fixed.
The important symmetry properties of the convolutions

i, fc2) (46)
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and
MkiM = caiaa(kl,k3y0afil(h2,k1)n

a^{k1)n
a^(k3) (47)

entering (39) are their invariance With respect to the "left-right" transforma-
tion

fci<->fc2, a i <->/%, OL2++P1, <h +-*• -92> <7i <-»-<&'• ( 4 8 )

This invariance follows from the transformation law for the tensor cM"(fci, fc2).
It is easily seen from (32) that this tensor turns into c^Aii,/^) under the
transformation (48). In terms of variables ki,x,y this transformation reads
as

fci <-> A-2, x <-> y, gx <-> -<f2, <f/ <-+ -<f2 • (49)

One can check by a direct inspection that the tensor cM"(fci, fc2) (32) is
equal zero at zero transverse momentum of one of the Reggeons, i.e. at
<fi = 0 or g2 = 0. It guarantees another important properties of the functions
fa(ki, fc2) and /b(fei, fc2) - their turn into zero at zero transverse momenta of
the Reggeons (cf.(ll)).

Let us adopt the first choice (x,ki) of variables for the integration in
Eqs.(10), (13). Then the two-gluon contribution to the kernel is presented in
the form

ufc?) (50)

-5/ n
where the group coefficients CLR and bu are defined in (40) and the func-

tions fa{ki,k2) and /fc(fci,A;2) in (46) and (47) respectively. The functions
must be expressed in terms of x and k\. It can be done using Eq.(41) and
the relations

-- x)ki —

S,+fa = E, ti = <f,2, <X=4-, < = 1,2. (51)

To analise the behaviour of the functions /o(Ai,A2) and fb(ki,k2) in the
integration region of (50) it is convenient to express the tensor dlv(k\, fc2) in

16



(32) in terms of x and k\. After this it is not difficult to show that for any
x in the interval [0,1] the tensor falls down as 1/fc-2, so that the integration
over fei is well convergent in the ultraviolet region. As for the x- behaviour
at fixed k\, it is easy to see that in the limit x —> 0 the tensor caia2(fc1, k2)
tends to zero, whereas at x —* 1 the tensor has a finite value. It means that
the function fb(ki, k2) (see (47)) turns into zero both at a; = 0 and x = 1,
so that performing the integration of the term with fb(ki,k2) in (50) we
can ignore the restrictions on the integration region imposed by 6 (sA - A;2).
Remind that the parameter sA must be taken tending to infinity, therefore,
due to the convergency of the integral over ki in the ultraviolet region, the
restrictions have the form:

l-£>x>£. (52)
5. S.

A A

Prom the discussion above it is clear that the restriction from below does
not play any role, but the upper limit is important for the integration of

The limit x —• 1 corresponds to the multi-Regge limit of large relative
rapidities of the produced gluons, so that the value of fa(ki, k2) at this limit
is related to the LLA kernel K,\ . Indeed, using (41) and (51), we obtain
from (32):

c""(fci,*a)|«=i (53)

fc2

This result and Eqs.(30), (31) and (18) give us the relation

(54)
which means that in the multi-Regge limit the vertex for the two-gluon pro-
duction is expressed in terms of the one-gluon production vertices. For the
function fa{ki,k2) (46) we obtain from (53), using (8):

17



Therefore the substraction term in (50) can be written as

r, <f2; q) hi •i

1 / 2g2cR \ 2 fjD_2, f1-^ dx- \ GOT 4
Taking into account that c2^ = N2CLR (compare (9) and (40)), we obtain that
the two-gluon contribution to the kernel can be presented as

N2 f1 dx f d?+2tki

J j
x f

Remind that from general arguments the kernel must be symmetric (see (12))
with respect to the substitutions cfc +-> q(, i = 1, 2 and q\ <-+ —g2, <f/ <-» —9*2'
(note that at both of them q changes its sign). The symmetries of the two-
gluon contribution to the kernel can be explicitly demonstrated using the
representation (50). First of all, it is easy to show with the help of the
expression (8) for the Born kernel that the substraction term is symmetric
under these substitutions. After this the symmetry of the total contribu-
tion under the first transformation follows from the evident invariance of the
convolutions (46) and (47) under this transformation. The symmetry under
the second follows from the invariance of these convolutions as well as the
integration measure (see (44)) with respect to the "left-right" transforma-
tion (48), (49). Turning to (56) we see that the contribution of fb(ki,k2)
is symmetric with respect to both transformations. As for the terms with
fa(ki, fe), the last of them gives the contribution antisymmetric under the
substitution gi <-> -q2, q{ «-+ —g2'. Therefore, this term can be omitted
together with antisymmetric contributions from remaining terms. So, the
total contribution of all three terms with fa(ki,k2) can be obtained by the
integration of the first term over x from zero to 1 — 6 at arbitrary small S
with subsequent omission of terms proportional In S and terms antisymmetric
under the substitution gi <-> — <f2, q{ <-> — q^.

18



5 The two-gluon contribution to the octet
kernel

Up to now our results could be used for any colour representation 11. Starting
from this point we will consider only the case of the gluon channel (antisym-
metric octet representation). In this case only the function /a(&i,fc2) does
contribute to the kernel. From the discussion at the end of the preceeding
Section it follows that the the two-gluon contribution to the octet kernel can
be presented as

[
7

where <S denotes the operator of symmetrization with respect to the substi-
tution q\ <-» —gz, q{ <-> —q^ and (1 — x)+ means the substraction:

Jo (1 - x)+ Jo (1 - a;)

According to (46) the function /a(fei, ^2) is determined by the convolution of
the tensor ^"(fci, fe2) given by (32) with the tensor c^v(fci, fc2) given by the
same formula with the substitution <& —> q[ — q, — q. We obtain (details of
the calculation are given in Appendix A):

-2.K1

+ (gA)(flA) + x(l -x)q{ ( x(l - x)& ̂  _

J V
t.2fft2ff2 Tjfl 2 ff2

4(1 - x)k

2^2 [(1 - *) ((1

- ( 1

19



(1 + e)(l - x? (gp
4

P(gi$) + q?(q{q)

/2( l - s) - 2(gi'A))

(g2)2

8??

2(1

where t̂  is obtained from i\ (51) by the substitution q\ —»• g"/,

A = ((1 - x)fci -xfc2)x , S = I2 + x(l - x ) P . (60)

Unfortunately, the integral (57) can not be expressed in terms of elemen-
tary functions (and dilogarithms) at arbitrary e. Therefore we present the
result (see details of the integration in Appendix B) in a "combined" form,
leaving untouched the terms in f2(ki,k2) which can not be integrated in
elementary functions.

X -

2e)

\ 11 + 76 ^(tfY-itfY
2(1 + 2e)(3 + 2c) 7 4c(l + 2e)(3 + 2c)

20



x [(2(1

k2
q?-q?
(tf-qi)2

•2c)

' 4 r 2 ( l + e)

where

r r ( g i *-• gi> 92 •-+ g2}>

(61)

d2+2efc!

- € )

7T
(62)

The first of the symmetries (12) of the two-gluon contribution is explicit in
(61); the second is also easily seen. The properties (11) are not so evident.
It takes some job to demonstatate their existence. In particular, one has
to calculate the function I(qi,q2', q) at q\ = 0 and <f2' = 0- ^ is n o t ve ry
easy, but possible (see for details Appendix C), so that we have checked the
fulfilment of Eqs.(ll) for the two-gluon contribution at arbitrary e.

In the limit e —• 0 we obtain

21



2gV (V1-I2) W

In this limit the function I(q\, fa, q) takes the form

n- - * 1 f1 (

]
(64)

The integral in (64) can be presented in another form:

Jo (9i(l -x) + q2x)2 \ k2x(l-xk2x(l-x)

00 dz 1

+ k2 Vti? + ?i + zf - ^N

.. l n ( Qi + 922 + z + ^(g! + g2 + z) 4ffff \

V ? + $ + / ( 2 + € + ) 2 4 i 2 V '
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It is possible also to express the integral in (64) in terms of dilogarithms, but
this expression is not very convenient:

x Inparctan
[ (1-/OCOS0)

where <p is the angle between q\ and q\,

6 The non-forward octet BFKL kernel
The general form of the kernel (for arbitrary representation TZ of the colour
group in the ^-channel) is given by Eq.(2). The "virtual" part is universal
(does not depend on 7£) and is determined by the gluon Regge trajectory,
which is given by Eqs.(3)-(5). (Remind, that in this paper we consider pure
gluodynamics. The quark part of the kernel was considered in [18]). The
"real" part, related to real particle production in the Reggeon-Reggeon colli-
sions, in the NLA is given by the one-gluon and the two-gluon contributions
considered in Section 3 and Section 5 respectively. Since the radiative cor-
rections to the effective vertex of the one-gluon production are known only
in the limit e —• 0, the total "real" part of the kernel can be obtained only in
this limit. It is given by the sum of (23) and (63). After powerful cancella-
tions (in particular, between the terms with singularities 1/e2 and all terms
with (<f-p — q^) in denominators) we obtain
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2k2

x)
(68)

After the cancellation of the terms ~ 1/e2 the leading singularity of the
kernel is 1/e. It turns again into ~ 1/e2 after subsequent integrations of
the kernel because of the singular behaviour of the kernel at k 2 — 0. The
additional singularity arises from the region of small k2, where e| In A; 2| ~ 1.
Therefore we have not expanded in e the term (k2 1 . The terms ~ e are

taken into account in the coefficient of the divergent at k 2 — 0 expression
in order to save all nonvanishing in the limit e —* 0 contributions after the
integrations.

The symmetries (12) of the kenel are easily seen. The first of them is
explicit in (68). To notice the second it is sufficient to change x «-> (1 — a;) in
the integral in (68).

In order to check that the kernel (68) turns into zero at zero transverse
momenta of the Reggeons (11) one has to know the behaviour of the integral
in (68). A suitable for this purpose representation is given in (65). From this
representation one can see that singularities of the integral at zero transverse
momenta of the Reggeons are not more than logarithmic. After this no
problems remain to verify (11).

In conclusion let us note that in [17] the octet kernel was obtained using
as a basis the bootstrap relation and a specific ansatz to solve it. Our results
disagree with the results obtained in [17]. To see the disagreement it is
sufficient to observe that the kernel obtained in [17] is expressed in terms of
elementary functions. We conclude that the ansatz used in [17] is not correct.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix we present the details of the calculation of the convolu-

tion /„(*!,fcj) (46).
It is suitable to represent the tensor ^"(fci.fcj) in the form

where

sff fAgA fcfx((l-x)fc1-fc2)l
1 *3 I E ( l ) * 2

gf {l-x)( S j£
2 £ \iX-x) x

(A.2)

l3 + ^ + ( g i

(A.4)
Analogous decomposition is made for the tensor ^(fci.fca) obtained from
cMi/(fci,fc2) by the substitution $ <-> g '̂, i = 1 , 2 and we denote l^^ ( n =
1,2,3) the tensors lnilv after this substitution.

The calculation of the products ^"^/M^ is significantly simpler than the
calculation of the whole convolution /o(fci,&2) (46), though still rather te-
dious. The results are:

*/ 2
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^•2/=-2 - 2(1 - x)

- 4(1 - x ) ^ 2 -

4(1 - s ) 2 g i 2 - g2
2 xk2(2qxk2 -k2)

2a;(l - x)t

(1 -x)(q? - M i )

2k2Y,

^^-L — JL>JI\J-\

= - -2 (1 -3x -2gf )} , (A.7)

+

Jfc4 (A.8)

;M« / / ' 2 '

2 ^ 4ti *i 4

fi 2 - 2(^9/) ) ar(l - x) (q{ 2 - 2(k1q{))(k1q1)

2k?

q{2-2(k1q{)

2iJ[
- 2x)(q1q)

2x(k1q1)

k2

(A.9)

k2k- 2k? 2(1-x)k*

tj.i j^ — Jbjv^l^-y

2) - 2x{q{k)q2]
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4x) - (1 - 2x)2fc2] - q?(q[k)

4(1 - x

(A.10)
With the help of (A.l)-(A.IO) and the equations obtained from them by the
substitution q} «-> <̂ ' we arrive at (59).

Appendix B
In this Appendix we present the details of the calculation of the integrals

in (57) with fa{k\,k2) given by (59). Firstly let us remind the denotation
used:

k = kx + k2 = <fi - q 2 , A* = ( 1 - x)%i - xk2, $! = q i - q , i = l, 2 ;

f (1 - x)fci - x
fc2=A

— x )
, E = A2+x(l-x)fc2,

and tj is obtained from t\ by the substitution q\
It is easy to see, that

_ /" lix f <ft2'fci f l + e [
^io id-i)7 i'«r(i-e) I fc2 [

l + e [i"(l-l),/ 2

f ) }
(B.2)

The zero appears as a result of the integration over fci (or, equivalently, over
A). The first two terms here gives zero due to parity, the third - due to the
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dimensional regularization, and the remaining terms - due to the isotropy
of the transverse space leading to the replacement 2(1 + e)AA,A^ —+ •—A 2g^v

after the angular integration.
The calculation of the contributions of the terms with the denominators

£, £2 , &2£ and k2k2 is straightforward. We obtain, using usual Feynman
parametrization if necessary

f
J

The subsequent integration of these terms over x can be done without diffi-
culties.

The integrals over fci from the terms with the denominators fcx
2S and

k2i\ can not be expressed through elementary functions at arbitrary e. Nev-
ertheles, these terms do not create problems. For them it is convenient to
make integration over k\,

- fJ
dz

r( l - e) £2E

1 dz

then to introduce the variable y = xz instead of z and to change the order of
the integrations over x and y, after that the integrals can be easily calculated.

In this way we obtain

f1 dx f cP+ f̂c! [x^qpgj
1 Jo (1 - x)+x j Tri+TCl - e) | 4jf aS
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- x) ((1 - g2
2))

+ 7e

dx

(B.6)
The integrals with i\i[ in denominators can be calculated with the help

of the trick used in [18]. Let us consider in (59) the first such term. It can
be presented as

tll1

1

(B.7)

The first term in the R.H.S. can be integrated over fci and then over x . For
the second it seems more convenient to begin with the integration over x in
(57) getting

- x)
x )

 fci -

xtxt\ ~ (^

With the help of the representation
(B.8)

In

= dz
Jo

(B-9)

the integration over hi and the subsequent integration over z become trivial
and give

2 e . ~ e i
(B.10)
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Analogously we obtain

r2(i + 6) (i + e) ((gT)1+e + (ff)1+e - Of 2)1

2e) 8e (l + 2e)(3 + 2c) " ( '

The terms in fa(ki, k2) with the denominator k2i\ and with xn in numerators
at natural n can be calculated performing the integration over fci at fixed
Feynman parameter z, then making the change of variable y = xz:

j 0 x(l - x) J 7ra+T(l - e)

1 yi

dz-
{xz[x(l -

The change of variable y — xz has been performed in the last equality. This
integral can be now calculated integrating first over x and then over y. The
complete calculation for all such terms in (59) is long, but straightforward.
The integration of the terms

l2 2{l-x)k? l + e X%2q
9 ? + (1 Ĵ£ 2 v y S

can be done quite analogously, since under the transformation (49) they
acquire the form of the terms discussed above. In this way we obtain:

I A •"•» VJi-i/ I l l \ l l l / "1 3^ ^1

r ( e ) r ( l + e ) r / 2 , 2 , e {q2-qi) ((^.e,^ , ^2X ,
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f1 dx f
- e) 2

# 3 ( l - x) - 2(q{K)) + ̂ L
* 2 L 2 ;

4r(4 + 2e)
2(1

->2\e+1 _ /•-•2\c

I if -
()

All the calculations discussed before were done exactly at arbitrary e.
It can not be done for remaining terms. They contribute into the function
J(<fi> <&'> Q) (62). We have used the following equality:

f1 dx r
Jo (l-x)+xj

q2)2(q2)
_ ej

-e) - 4V>(1 + e)

( B 1 5 )

This equality can be obtained performing the integration over x first, using
the representation (B.9) and the integral

f

(R16)
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The last integral can be easily obtained with the help of the generalised
Feynman parametrisation.

Using the integrals calculated above we come to the representation (61)
for the two-gluon contribution for the kernel.

In the limit e —> 0 the expression (64) for /(gi, q2; q) was obtained per-
forming the integration over k in (62) first. We have

- e) kHj? q?k* \T(2e)

In I ^ H — —

J
(B.17)

The integrals (B.17),(B.18) are calculated for arbitrary small k2 and for x
arbitrary close to zero or unity.
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The approximate form (64) for I(q\, q\\ q) can be obtained using Eqs.(B.17)-
(B.19) and the relation

I ?—__^ in j Si - x)

\ k*x{l-x) )

_JL (L{1 _ I ) _ L{1 - I ) ) _ 4 - In (qT) ln (gg.) . (B.20)

Appendix C
Due to the symmetries (12) of the kernel (61) it is sufficient to show

that the kernel turns into zero at zero transverse momentum of one of the
Reggeons, let say, at q^ = 0. But even in this special case the integration
in I{qi,q<2\ 9) (62) can not be done in terms of elementary functions. Fortu-
nately, the expression (62) can be simplified at 33 = 0 and presented as

Note, that at q\ = 0 we have (fj = fc and 9*2 = — q , q{ — k — q.
Evidently, the integral term in (C.I) excludes for the piece of the kernel

(61) without the substitution qt *-* q! the possibility to turn alone into zero
at q\ — 0. Therefore we need to calculate I'{q\,q\; q) = I{q{,q2', —<f) at
92 = 0. This function can be also simplified. Not, that as well as in the
preceeding case simplifications can not be done for separate terms in (62)
and are possible only due to the definite combination of them. We obtain:

- (
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1 f d^
{\ - e) J f 2(f _f 2(f

In the sum of (C.I) and (C.2) the terms with ln(F— k)2 cancel each other,
after that the integrals can be calculated and we obtain:

, <f2'; -

- (q 2Y (2^(1) - 2^(1 - c) •+ 3^(6) - 3V(2e))] . (C.3)

With this result to show that the kernel (61) turns into zero at q\ — 0
(and, due to the symmetries (12) at zero transverse momentum of any of the
Reggeons) becomes a simple task.
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